
Transitions are like the seams that holds a worship set-list together. I like to use the analogy of sewing because 

it’s where we get the phrase “seamless”. The dictionary defines seamless as “1. Having no seams, 2. Smoothly 

continuous or uniform in quality; combined in an inconspicuous way.” We know that most pieces of clothing 

are made up of multiple pieces of fabric, but the skill of a clothing maker is often determined by how smooth 

the seams are. Just like clothing, the goal is for the eye to be drawn to the piece of clothing as a whole, rather 

than the scruffy patchwork. There are times when a piece of clothing might feature a very noticeable seam, 

but with good clothing, this also is deliberate, thought out and creative. What is not desirable either for 

clothing or for a set list is when the seams detract from the whole due to a lack of thought or skill.  

 

A worship set has a different purpose than the average concert. While concerts might be designed to 

entertain, worship sets are designed to facilitate worship. For this reason, a concert might easily get away with 

a song by song approach without much need to maintain flow. There may be a lot of talking between songs 

and the audience is usually prepared to applause after each song. This is not usually the case with worship. 

Transitions are employed in worship to keep people in an unbroken posture of worship. That is not to say that 

talking is not appropriate, but the overall purpose is different.  

 

Just as a skilled clothes maker would study the ways to create quality seams, it is also helpful for the worship 

leader to study the ways to create quality transitions. Here is a guide to some ways to approach transitions. 

 

The main elements in transitions: 
  

- Key 
- Tempo 
- Time signature 
- Chords 
- Dynamics 
- Density 

 
The main elements that make transitions messy: 
 

- Unintended silence 
- Unintended break in momentum 
- Stark changes in key or tempo 
- Stark changes in dynamics or density 
- When playing becomes tentative 
- When instruments transition at different times 
- When confusion among musicians is audible 
- When confusion among musicians is visible 

 
Here is a list of some common tranistion situations you might find yourself in: 
  

• Same key, tempo and time signature  
This is the easiest situation you could be in. A good approach is to keep the momentum and tempo going by 
holding a pad or getting the band to simmer on the current chord progressions until you hit into the new 
song. 

  

• Same key, different tempo or time signature 
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This kind of transition is slightly more involved but still very achievable. A good approach is to keep the 
density but drop the tempo. You can get the band to play textures with no defined time. Instruments like 
violins and pads are great for providing movement and texture without a fixed tempo. Usually holding the 
tonic chord is best. Then come in with the new time once the old time is forgotten. 

  

• Similar key 
A similar key has some of the same chords as the previous key. These chords can act as pivots and become 
your gateway into the new key. If there’s a natural way to end the first song on one of these pivot chords, 
this will create a good lead into the next song. For example you might be transitioning from the key of G to 
the key of C. Chord C exists in the key of G so is a good chord to simmer on. Creating a moment of texture 
without a fixed tempo is helpful too. 

  
 Dissimilar key - This is the hardest of transitions because there is little or no continuity. There are a few 

ways to tackle this: 
  

- Sudden key change – Usually best done on a ‘soft’ sounding instrument like pads. You can still keep 
the seamless feel this way. 

  
- Fade in and out - When the congregation has been strongly led, they may not mind a moment of total 

silence as a new key fades in with the pad or a quiet instrument. Be aware to match the speed of the 
fade with the feeling in the room. A fast fade can have a stark feeling, a slow fade can also be 
unnatural. The natural fade is the goal.   

  
- Count in – Having the drums count in with their sticks lets the listener know to expect a change. They 

won’t be surprised when a new tonality or tempo comes in. This is great for songs that start with a full 
band feel.   

  
- Have a pre composed chord progression to modulate from one key to the next. This can easily be 

overdone but if done subtly or to create a moment, it could work. This kind of thing could work well if 
there was a solo keys moment.  

 
 
Whatever way you do it, make sure that you have thought it through. If your transitions are consistently 
messy, focus on them during practice. With a bit of practice, good transitions can take your worship sets from 
acceptable to excellent.  
 


